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Aims

● Inspire colleagues about the Fundamental Stage of the curriculum 

● Promote an open forum to discuss barriers and to present solutions

● Think about what’s next? 



What is the Fundamental Pathway?

The Fundamental 

structure underpins 

the Enhanced and 

General curriculum. 





The Fundamental Curriculum

The focus is on Prime Areas: 

Communication and language- Speaking and Listening; 

PSE-PSHE/self help; 

Physical and sensory- Gross and fine motor, mobility etc.

Strategies

Sensory based

Liaison with therapists re strategies

Development of Independent learning skills

Holistic approach promoting the development of the whole child



Experiences/Play
Play is a vital early stage of learning because it allows

children to experience activities at their own level, allowing them to practise 

a variety of skills without being under pressure to achieve. 

Play can be developed in a variety of ways:

- Exploratory

- Solitary

- Socially with an adult

- Socially with another child

- Socially with a small group

- Imaginative

As play does not come naturally for many of our pupils, adults support by 

playing alongside pupils in small class groups. This allows them to develop vital 

skills important to all learners, such as cause and effect.



Teacher led learning

In order to benefit from regular teacher-led learning we acknowledge that the child needs 
to demonstrate certain behaviours for learning. They need to be willing and able to…

● Look in the direction that they are instructed; 
● Focus on a task, ignoring extraneous distractions; 
● Concentrate on a teacher-directed task for up to 5 minutes; 
● Pay attention to the teacher until a specific instruction has been delivered, retain the 

information and then perform the action requested;
● Copy a series of simple, prescribed actions;
● Apply previously taught skills and knowledge;
● Tolerate correction, or constructive criticism.



Key Approaches
Objects of reference/ Now and Next

Play based learning 

Sensory exploration

Music 

Repetition/ Use of language

Attention Autism

Tacpac/ Sensory stories/Sensology

Visuals!



Barriers and Solutions- discussion



Barriers and Solutions- Flexibility

Holes in the wall- SEN learners

Time constraints

Other pupils

Technology

Covid- facemasks/proximity

Age/Stage debate

 



Age and Stage of Development

We need to expose learners to age appropriate things so 

they can get a breadth of experiences. People with SEN 

may get less exposure to new experiences and we should 

endeavour to provide these where possible. It is not the 

same as expecting them to do things they may not be 

capable of or restricting their choices.

It's important to think of why learners like what they do. 

Is there a reason they like these things? For example, 

nursery rhymes are not age appropriate for older 

children but music from the 1960s or call and response 

African songs are. The repetition, catchy, predictable 

melodies will keep their interest. 

We can always suggest stories within these themes for 

age groups such as a “Magic and Mystery” theme could 

have:

Room on the broom for EYFS/KS1, 

Through the magic mirror, Anthony Brown for KS2, 

Harry potter for KS3, 

Macbeth for  KS4

There are many sensory stories which cover age and 

stage. The BFG with sounds is a great example here



Case Study
 OM KS2

J - Pre-Intentional Communication Stage

Pupils at this stage rely on adults to interpret their 
behaviours and actions as communication e.g. they 
may show reflex responses, reach out for things and 
begin to listen to their own vocalisations along with 
the use of eye contact and facial expressions, this is 
then developed into a shared turn taking experience. 



Learning happens via-
● Intensive interaction
● Cause and Effect toys
● Tracking objects with different sensory 

properties (sound and visual) 
● Repetition
● Hand over and under hand to experience the 

environment
● TaSSeLs (Tactile signing for sensory learners)
● Visuals!

Video link

Intensive interaction further info link available 
here mencap
Tassels info here here



Case Study
 OH KS1 

S - Intentional Formal Communication
Pupils at this stage will mostly be able to communicate using 
more formal methods (e.g. words, signs, symbols).  Pupils will 
be able to understand and use a range of single words along 
with non-verbal communication.  



Intent - S Stage - Increasingly curious about their 
world and wanting to explore it and be noticed by 
you
the child starts to see themselves as an individual.E.g 
decide what to play with, what to eat, what to wear?  
Assist with dressing and undressing. Can begin to use 
representational play so put things on head for a hat 
etc.

Learning happens via-
● Ensuring other needs are met first- OCD 

external factors
● Building strong relationships and trust
● Play based learning
● Intensive interaction
● Attention Autism 
● Now and next- linear approach
● SCERTS/PECS/ Communication Mats 

Video link



Case Study ZI
C&I- W Stage - Intentional Communication
Pupils at this stage are able to communicate 

intentionally, but do not yet have a formal method of 
communication.  They are likely to communicate 

using gestures, facial expression, body movements 
and vocalisations along with turn taking and 

imitation.



Intent - W Explores object in a sensory based way. 
Respond to their name and respond to the emotions 
in your voice, show preferences for certain people 
and toys beginning to gain object permanence. 
Begins to interact with familiar songs and rhymes. (Ed 
Sheeran :-) )

Learning happens via-

Speech buttons
Routine and repetition- 3 years in sixth form
Intensive interaction
Objects of reference- bottle/bowl/bag
Therapy programmes
Music
Flashing toys/ Vi cause and effect tools



What one thing are you going to do with 
your fundamental Learners in class after 

today?

Intent, Implication, Impact



    Fundamental progress often looks 

slower but the reward is huge 
Cheers!


